4/23 Mon
Potential form
Expressing capability, using the potential forms of verbs

Homework: -- Do Workbook pp.119-120 (I)
-- Do Particle Sheet #15 (can be obtained from the website)
-- Read Textbook pp.405-406 (LANGUAGE II)

4/24 Tue
Expressing cause and effect, using the て form of adjectives, verbs, and the copula です

Homework: -- Read Textbook pp.408-409 (III)
-- Do Workbook pp.121-122 (II)
-- Prepare yourself for Kanji Quiz (Chapter 11) tomorrow

4/25 Wed Kanji Quiz (Chapter 11)
Expressing desire, using verb stem + ～たい and ～たがる

Homework: -- Do Workbook pp.122-123 (III)
-- Memorize Chapter 11 Dialogue (Textbook p.358) to perform it tomorrow

4/26 Th Dialogue Presentation (Chapter 11)

Homework: -- Review everything we have covered so far for Drill Session tomorrow
-- Do Workbook pp.203-205 (I-III) in LRC
-- Prepare yourself for Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 12) tomorrow

4/27 Fri Vocabulary Quiz (Chapter 12)
Drill Session

Homework: -- Prepare yourself for Conjugation Quiz (Potential forms) on Monday
-- Read Textbook pp.411-412 (LANGUAGE IV)
-- Write a skit draft with your partner (due 5/2 Wednesday)

Next week: 4/30 Mon Conjugation Quiz (Potential forms)
5/2 Wed Skit draft due
5/4 Fri Chapter Exam #5 (Chapter 11)